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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
The Utah Supreme Court has jurisdiction of this appeal pursuant to Utah Code
Ann. § 78-2-2(3)(j), however, the Utah Supreme Court has exercised its authority
pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 78-2-2(4) to transfer this appeal to the Utah Court of
Appeals.
STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
ISSUE I
Did the district court properly conclude that Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-104(9) is a
statute within the meaning of Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-201(6)( a) that governs or limits
access to the driving record information sought by Explore?
A.

Standard of Appellate Review.
This issue is a question of law presenting a question of statutory interpretation

which is reviewed under a correction of error standard. Graham v. Davis County, 979
P.2d 363 Utah Adv. Rep. 19 (Utah Ct. App. 1999); Jeffs v. Stubbs, 970 P.2d 1234, 351
Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (Utah 1998).
ISSUE II
Did the district court properly conclude that the only manner by which Explore is
entitled to receive driving record information maintained by the Driver's License Division
is by requesting a motor vehicle report in accordance with Utah Code Ann. § 53-3104(9), as interpreted and enforced by the Division, by identifying a licensee as an
individual prior to the request and paying the applicable fee to obtain a complete motor
vehicle report on the individual?

A.

Standard of Appellate Review.
This issue is a question of law presenting a question of statutory interpretation

which is reviewed under a correction of error standard. Graham v. Davis County, 979
P.2d 363 Utah Adv. Rep. 19 (Utah Ct. App. 1999); Jeffs v. Stubbs, 970 P.2d 1234, 351
Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (Utah 1998).
ISSUE III
Did the district court properly conclude that the Driver's License Division acted
properly when it did not take into account Explored interest in the disclosure of driving
record information in making its decision to deny Explore the information requested?
A.

Standard of Appellate Review.
This issue is a question of law presenting a question of statutory interpretation

which is reviewed under a correction of error standard. Graham v. Davis County, 979
P.2d 363 Utah Adv. Rep. 19 (Utah Ct. App. 1999); Jeffs v. Stubbs, 970 P.2d 1234, 351
Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (Utah 1998).
ISSUE IV
Did the district court properly conclude that Explore is not an entity authorized to
receive private information from the Division pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-202?
A.

Standard of Appellate Review.
This issue is a question of law presenting a question of statutory interpretation

which is reviewed under a correction of error standard. Graham v. Davis County, 979
P.2d 363 Utah Adv. Rep. 19 (Utah Ct. App. 1999); Jeffs v. Stubbs, 970 P.2d 1234, 351
Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (Utah 1998).
2

ISSUE V
Did the district court properly conclude that Explored request for personal data for
individuals, for commercial purposes, is unrelated to the functioning operation of the
Division and is not within the purposes of the Government Records Access and
Management Act concerning the right of access to information concerning conduct of a
public business, and that the Division was justified under the circumstances in its
decision to not release the information to Explore?
A.

Standard of Appellate Review.
This issue is a question of law presenting a question of statutory interpretation

which is reviewed under a correction of error standard. Graham v. Davis County, 979
P.2d 363 Utah Adv. Rep. 19 (Utah Ct. App. 1999); Jeffs v. Stubbs, 970 P.2d 1234, 351
Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (Utah 1998).
ISSUE VI
Did the district court properly conclude that the Division acted properly in denying
Explore continued access to the driving record information sought by Explore, that the
decision of the State Records Committee requiring release of the information was in error
and should be reversed, and that an order should be issued that the Division properly
denied Explored request for certain driving record information?
A.

Standard of Appellate Review.
This issue is a question of law presenting a question of statutory interpretation

which is reviewed under a correction of error standard. Graham v. Davis County, 979

3

P.2d 363 Utah Adv. Rep. 19 (Utah Ct. App. 1999); Jeffs v. Stubbs, 970 P.2d 1234, 351
Utah Adv. Rep. 3 (Utah 1998).

CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS, STATUTES, ORDINANCES AND RULES
Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-104. Division duties.
The division shall:
* # * *

(9) search the license files, compile, and furnish a report on
the driving record of any person licensed in the state in
accordance with section 53-3-109.
Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-109. Records - Access - Fees - Rulemaking.
(l)(a) Except as provided in this section, all records of the
division shall be classified and disclosed in accordance with
Title 63, Chapter 2, Government Records Access and
Management Act.
(b) The division may only disclose personal identifying
information:
(i) when the division determines it is in the interest of the
public safety to disclose the information; and
(ii) in accordance with the federal Driver's Privacy Protection
Act of 1994, 18 U.S.C. Chapter 123.
(2) A person who receives personal identifying information
shall be advised by the division that the person may not:
(a) disclose the personal identifying information from that
record to any other person; or
(b) use the personal identifying information from that record
for advertising or solicitation purposes.
* * * *

Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-201. Right to inspect records and receive copies of records.
* * * *

(5)(a) A governmental entity may not disclose a record that is
private, controlled, or protected to any person except as
4

provided in Subsection (5)(b), Section 63-2-202, or Section
63-2-206.
(b) A governmental entity may disclose records that are
private under Subsection 63-2-302(2) or protected under
Section 63-2-304 to persons other than those specified in
Section 63-2-202 or 63-2-206 if the head of a governmental
entity, or a designee, determines that there is no interest in
restricting access to the record, or that the interests favoring
access outweigh the interest favoring restriction of access.
(6)(a) The disclosure of records to which access is governed
or limited pursuant to court rule, another state statute, federal
statute, or federal regulation, including records for which
access is governed or limited as a condition of participation in
a state or federal program by the specific provisions of the
this statute, rule, or regulation.
(b) This chapter applies to records described in Subsection
(a) insofar as this chapter is not inconsistent with the statute,
rule, or regulation.
* * * *

(8)(a) A governmental entity is not required to create a
record in response to a request.
(b) Upon request, a governmental entity shall provide a
record in a particular format if:
(i) the governmental entity is able to do so without
unreasonably interfering with the governmental entity's duties
and responsibilities; and
(ii) the requester agrees to pay the governmental entity for its
costs incurred in providing the record in the requested format
in accordance with Section 63-2-203.
* * # *

(11) A governmental entity may not use the physical form,
electronic or otherwise, in which a record is stored to deny, or
unreasonably hinder the rights of persons to inspect and
receive copies of a record under this chapter.
Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-202. Access to private, controlled, and protected documents.
* * * *

5

(9)(a) Under Subsections 63-2-20l(5)(b) and 63-2-401(6) a
governmental entity may disclose records that are private
under Section 63-2-302, or protected under Section 63-2-304
to persons other than those specified in this section.
(b) Under Subsections 63-2-403(1 l)(b) the Records
Committee may require the disclosure of records that are
private under Section 63-2-302, controlled under Section 632-303, or protected under Section 63-2-304 to persons other
than those specified in this section.
(c) Under Subsection 63-2-404(8) the court may require
the disclosure of records that are private under Section 63-2302, controlled under Section 63-2-303, or protected under
Section 63-2-304 to persons other than those specified in this
section.
Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-401. Appeal to head of governmental entity.
* * * *

(6) The chief administrative officer may, upon consideration
and weighing of the various interests and public policies
pertinent to the classification and disclosure or nondisclosure,
order the disclosure of information properly classified as
private under Section 63-2-302(2) or protected under Section
63-2-304 if the interests favoring access outweigh the
interests favoring restriction of access.
* * * *

Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-403. Appeals to the records committee.
* * * *

(1 l)(a) No later than three business days after the hearing,
the records committee shall issue a signed order either
granting the petition in whole or in part or upholding the
determination of the governmental entity in whole or in part,
(b) The records committee may, upon consideration and
weighing of the various interests and public policies pertinent
to the classification and disclosure or nondisclosure, order the
disclosure of information properly classified as private,
controlled, or protected if the interest favoring access
outweighs the interest favoring restriction of access.
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(c) In making a determination under Subsection (1 l)(b),
the records committee shall consider and, where appropriate,
limit the requester's use and further disclosure of the record in
order to protect privacy interests in the case of private or
controlled records, business confidentiality interests in the
case of records protected under Subsections 63-2-304(1) and
(2), and privacy interests or the public interest in the case of
other protected records.
# * * *

Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-404. Judicial review.
* * * *

(8)(a) The court may, upon consideration and weighing of
the various interests and public policies pertinent to the
classification and disclosure or nondisclosure, order the
disclosure of information properly classified as private,
controlled, or protected if the interest favoring access
outweighs the interest favoring restriction of access.
(b) The court shall consider and, where appropriate, limit
the requesters use and further disclosure of the record in
order to protect privacy interests in the case of private or
controlled records, business confidentiality interests in the
case of records protected under Subsections 63-2-304(1) and
(2), and privacy interests or the public interest in the case of
other protected records.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
A.

NATURE OF THE CASE.
This is an appeal of a district court Judgment and Order, Findings of Fact, and

Conclusions of Law that vacated and reversed a State Records Committee ("Committee")
Decision and Order granting Appellant Robot Aided Manufacturing Center, Inc., dba

7

Explore Information Services ("Explore")l continuing access to certain driving record
information that Explore had previously received, on a monthly basis, from the Appellee
Driver's License Division ("Division") for a period of approximately four years.
B.

COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS
The Division informed Explore in a June 28, 2000 letter that it would no longer

provide Explore certain driving record information that the Division had provided to it,
on a monthly basis, for approximately four years. R. at 2, 5-6, 98-100, 134, 137, 149150, 166-168, 231. The Division's letter indicated that: (1) Explored request for
information did not comply with the requirements of Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-104(9); (2)
the Division had classified the records as "private" records under the provisions of the
Government Records Access and Management Act, Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-101, etseq.;
(3) Explore was not authorized to receive private records; and (4) release of the driving
record information to Explore would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy.
R. at 2, 5, 98-100, 134, 149, 231. Explore appealed the Division's denial of access to
records pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-401. R. at 2, 134, 150, 231. The Division
denied Explored appeal. R. at 2, 7, 10, 129, 134, 150, 231. Explore appealed the
Division's decision to the State Records Committee ("Committee") pursuant to Utah
Code Ann. § 63-2-403. R. at 2, 134-135, 150, 231. After conducting a hearing at which
the parties introduced copies of documents, proffers of testimony, testimony, evidence,
and legal authority, and made oral arguments, the Committee issued its decision in favor
Explore has changed its name since the matter was commenced and is now
known as Explore Information Services, LLC.
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of Explore, granting Explore continued access to the driving record information. R. at
38, 135, 150, 231. Explore attempted to continue its access to the Division records and a
dispute arose between Explore and the Division concerning application of the
Committee's decision. Explore filed a motion to clarify the Committee's decision. R. at
38, 135, 231. Following a hearing on Explored motion at which the Committee received
additional legal argument, the Committee issued an amended Decision and Order,
granting Explored appeal and requiring continued access to the Division's records. R. at
8-13, 38-39, 42-47, 60, 66, 127-132, 135-136, 141-146, 150-151, 231-232. The Division
appealed the Committee's decision to the district court pursuant to Utah Code Ann.
§ 63-2-404. R. at 1-4, 39, 60, 66, 151. Following a hearing based upon stipulated facts,
Judge William B. Bohling entered Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, Judgment and
Order. R. at 237. Explore appealed from the district court's Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, Judgment and Order to the Utah Supreme Court. R. at 250-252.
The Supreme Court transferred the case to the Utah Court of Appeals pursuant to Utah
Code Ann. § 78-2-2(4). R. at 262. A mediation conference was conducted by the Utah
Court of Appeals' chief mediator. The case was not resolved through mediation and has
been scheduled for briefing.
C.

DISPOSITION BELOW.
The district court's Judgment and Order "vacated and reversed" the decision of the

State Records Committee that granted Explore continued access to certain driving record
information maintained by the Division and "Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed that the
Division's "denial of access to the requested information was proper and lawful" and that
9

the Division "need not provide such information as requested." R. at 237-238. The
district court adopted Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law in support of its Judgment
and Order. R. at 227-237. Explore appealed from the district court's Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Judgment and Order to the Utah Supreme Court. R. at 250-252.
The Utah Supreme Court transferred Explored appeal to the Utah Court of Appeals. R. at
262-263.

D.

STATEMENT OF RELEVANT FACTS.
Explore is a foreign corporation registered to do business in the State of Utah. R.

at 8, 127, 136, 141, 148, 232. Acting on behalf of various property and casualty
insurance companies, Explore obtains certain driving record information from state
driving record agencies in various states and provides this information to the various
insurance companies for claims investigating activities, underwriting and rating purposes.
R. at 8-9, 37, 127-128, 136, 141-142, 148, 232. Explore provides this service in
approximately 20 states and continues to receive similar driving record information in
these other states. R. at 9, 37, 128, 136-137, 142, 148, 232. Explore requested and
obtained, on a monthly basis, certain driving record information from Utah's Driver's
License Division, pursuant to contract, for approximately four years during the period
1996-2000. R. at 9, 37-38, 128, 134, 137, 142, 149, 163, 230. The information Explore
received was a list of licensed Utah drivers who had received moving vehicle citations,
including citations for such violations as driving under the influence, whose citations

Explore now provides this service in 28 states as of April, 2004.
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were reported to the Division during the prior month. The information requested by
Explore was limited to a personfs name, driver's license number, date of birth, type of
violation, the date on which the violation was recorded in the Division's database, and
any administrative actions taken against the licensee. R. at 9, 43, 134, 142, 149, 163,
230.
Explore is qualified as an "agent" or "contractor" of an "insurer" or a "selfinsured" entity under the provisions of the federal Drivers Privacy Protection Act of 1994
(the "DPPA ") to request and obtain driving record information from government agencies
concerning individuals insured with insurance companies. R. at 9, 11, 37, 128, 136-137,
142, 148-149, 232. Sometime after enactment of GRAMA in 1991, the Division
classified its driving record information as "private" pursuant to GRAMA. R. at 38, 138,
150, 162-163, 229-230. The driving record information requested by Explore constitutes
only a small portion, or a subset, of the information contained in a formal "motor vehicle
report" ("MVR") that is available for purchase by qualified persons, from the Division
pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-104(9). R. at 9, 38, 128, 134, 142, 137, 149, 161162, 228-231. The Division has indicated that it is authorized to release MVRs to
qualified persons and that it will continue to provide a MVR on the driving record of any
individual pursuant to Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-104(9), on a person-by-person basis, if the
requestor identifies the individual, about whom the driving record information is sought,
byname. R. at 10-11, 128-129, 138, 142, 149-150,232. The Division has indicated it
will provide this information to qualified requesters over-the-counter, by mail, or on-line
over the internet. R. at 10, 128-129, 138, 142, 150, 232-233. There is no evidence or
11

allegation that Explore has ever used driving record information obtained from the
Division for other than its stated, authorized and lawful purposes. R. at 138, 233.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS
ISSUE I
The district court erred in its Conclusion of Law that Utah Code Ann.
§ 53-3-104(9) is a statute within the meaning of Utah Code Ann. § 63-2-20 l(6)(a) that
governs or limits access to the driving record information sought by Explore. Although
Section 53-3-104(9) authorizes the Division to "search the license files, compile, and
furnish a report on the driving record of any person licensed in the state," this provision
does not "govern" or "limit" disclosure of driving record information, but merely
authorizes its disclosure. Disclosure of driving record information under Section 53-3104(9) is actually controlled by Section 53-3-109. Section 53-3-109 further directs the
Division to "classify and disclose" its records in accordance with the Government
Records Access and Management Act ("GRAMA"). Therefore, disclosure of driving
record information, other than a formal MVR, is governed by the provisions of GRAMA,
not Section 53-3-104(9), as interpreted by the Division.
ISSUE II
The district court erred in its Conclusion of Law that the only manner by which
Explore is entitled to receive driving record information maintained by the Division is by
requesting motor vehicle reports in accordance with Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-104(9), as
interpreted and enforced by the Division, by identifying a licensee as an individual prior
to the request and paying the applicable fee to obtain a complete MVR on the individual.
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Section 53-3-104(9) provides that disclosure of the Division's driving record information
shall be "in accordance with Section 53-3-109." Section 53-3-109(1) provides that
"classification and disclosure" of the Division's records shall be accomplished in
accordance with GRAMA. Therefore, the provisions of GRAMA provide an additional
statutory framework through which Explore may access the Division's driving record
information. The driving record information requested by Explore comprises only a
small portion of a complete MVR. Explore has not requested and has no need of all the
information contained in a complete MVR, and to require Explore to purchase, on a
monthly basis, a complete MVR for each Utah licensee or for all the insureds of any
particular insurance company would render Explore's service cost prohibitive and would
unreasonably hinder Explore's access to the Division's driving record information in
violation of GRAMA.
ISSUE III
The district court erred in its Conclusion of Law that the Division acted properly
when it did not take into account Explore's interest in the disclosure of driving record
information in making its decision to deny Explore the information requested. The
provisions of GRAMA clearly provide that a governmental entity, when requested to
release private information, or the State Records Committee or the district court, when
they are requested to require the release of private information, shall "order the disclosure
of information properly classified as private .. . if the public interest favoring access
outweighs the interest favoring restriction of access." In addition, additional authority is
granted to the governmental entity, the Committee and the district court to "consider and,
13

where appropriate, limit the requester's use and further disclosure of the record . . . ."
These GRAMA provisions clearly require the Division and the district court to consider
and weigh Explored interests when making a determination whether to disclose or to
require the disclosure of the driving record information sought by Explore.
ISSUE IV
The district court erred in its Conclusion of Law that Explore is not an entity
authorized to receive private information from the Division pursuant to Utah Code Ann.
§ 63-2-202. Explore is an entity authorized pursuant to the DPP A to receive driving
record information, including personal identifying information. The Division is willing
to provide such information if Explore will comply with the Division's interpretation of
Section 53-3-104(9). However, various provisions of GRAMA authorize and provide a
framework for "persons other than those specified11 in Section 63-2-202 to receive private
information. Part of that framework requires the governmental entity and the district
court to "consider" and "weigh" the interests of the person requesting the information.
The requested information may be disclosed "if the interests favoring access outweigh the
interests favoring restriction of access," and the uses and further disclosure of the
disclosed information may be limited. The Division has already determined that the
interests favoring access to driving record information outweigh the interests favoring
restriction of access by its decision to provide continuing access to this information to
Explore for insurance purposes and to other qualified requesters for appropriate purposes.
Explore is authorized to receive, and this Court should order the Division to
disclose, the driving record information to Explore.
14

ISSUE V
The district court erred in its Conclusion of Law that Explored request for
personal data for individuals, for commercial reasons, is unrelated to the functioning
operation of the Division and is not within the purposes of GRAMA concerning the right
of access to information concerning conduct of a public business, and that the Division
was justified under the circumstances in its decision to not release the information to
Explore. GRAMA does not prohibit requests made for commercial purposes and does
not limit requests to information that is related to the functioning operation of a
governmental entity. GRAMA recognizes two constitutional rights: "(a) the public's right
of access to information concerning the conduct of the public's business; and (b) the right
of privacy in relation to personal data gathered by governmental entities." GRAMA also
provides "guidelines for both disclosure and restrictions on access to government records,
which are based on the equitable weighing of the pertinent interests and which are
consistent with nationwide standards of information practices.
ISSUE VI
The district court erred in its Conclusion of Law that the Division acted properly
in denying Explore continued access to the driving record information sought by Explore,
that the decision of the State Records Committee requiring release of the information was
in error and should be reversed, and that an order should be issued that the Division
properly denied Explored request for certain driving record information. The Division's
own governing statutes require the Division to provide driving record information,
including personal identifying information, to qualified persons. In addition, the Division
15

has indicated an intention to continue providing driving record information to Explore
and others by responding to requests for MVRs, from qualified persons, that conform to
the Division's statutory interpretation. GRAMA does not allow an entity to refuse to
disclose or to unreasonably hinder the disclosure of private information based upon the
format in which the disclosure is sought or the form in which the information is
maintained. The district court failed to consider and weigh Explored interests in the
disclosure of the requested information. The State Records Committee's decision and
order should be reinstated, and Explore should be allowed continued access to the driving
record information sought.
ARGUMENT
I.

UTAH CODE ANN. § 53-3-104 IS NOT A STATUTE THAT GOVERNS OR
LIMITS DISCLOSURE OF RECORDS PURSUANT TO UTAH CODE
ANN. § 63-2-201(6)(A) AND DOES NOT CONTROL ACCESS TO THE
INFORMATION SOUGHT BY EXPLORE.
Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-104(9) does not govern or limit disclosure of the

Division's records. The provisions of Section 53-3-104(9), when read together with
Section 53-3-109(1), clearly provide that "disclosure" of the Division's records is
governed by GRAMA.
Explore seeks monthly access to a small portion of the driving record information,
contained in the Division's records, for the purpose of informing property and casualty
insurance companies which of their insureds have been involved in moving motor vehicle
violations such as driving under the influence. R. at 8-9, 37-38, 43, 127-128, 134, 136137, 141-142, 148-149, 161-163, 228-232. This information assists insurance companies
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in determining insurable risks and matching premium rates to those risks. Sharing of this
information benefits insureds who do not have moving vehicle violations by keeping their
insurance rates lower and appropriately assigning higher premiums to those drivers
actually engaging in unlawful driving activity. The Division provided this driving record
information to Explore for approximately four years under a contract (R. at 9, 37-38, 128,
134, 137, 142, 149, 163, 230), however, in June, 2000, the Division informed Explore
that Explored only future access to the Division's driving record information would be by
requesting a complete motor vehicle report ("MVR") pursuant to Section 53-3-104(9), for
a named individual, and paying the Division the statutory fee for providing a MVR. R. at
2, 5-6, 98-100, 134, 137, 149-150, 166-168, 231. Explore appealed the Division's
determination pursuant to GRAMA. R. at 2,134-135,150, 231. The State Records
Committee ruled, among other things, that GRAMA, not Section 53-3-104(9), governs
the release of this information, and ordered the Division to provide the information to
Explore. R. at 8-13, 38-39, 42-47, 60, 66, 127-132, 135-236, 141-146, 150-151,231-232.
The Division appealed the Committee's decision to the district court, in accordance with
the judicial appeal provisions of GRAMA, and the district court ruled, in part, that
Section 53-3-104(9) is "another state statute," within the meaning of Section 63-2-201(6),
that "governs" or "limits" the disclosure of driving record information. R. at 1-4, 39, 60,
66, 151. Explore asserts that the district court's decision is in error.
Reduced to its simplest terms, this appeal requires this Court to determine whether
the Division is in exclusive control of its driving record information and that GRAMA
has no application to requests for disclosure of driving record information. This appeal is
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not about whether Explore can obtain driving record information from the Division,3 but
about the manner by which Explore is entitled to access this information.
The Division argues that the only way Explore can access any portion of the
Division's driving records is by requesting a complete MVR for a named individual
through Section 53-3-104(9) and paying the fixed statutory fee for receiving a MVR.
The Division further argues that Section 53-3-104(9) supercedes and supplants GRAMA.
Explore argues that it is entitled, pursuant to the provisions of GRAMA, to access the
Division's driving record information, including requesting the Division to provide a list
of Utah licensees for whom the Division has received a report of a moving vehicle
citation during the prior month.4 Since Explored request for driving record information
does not constitute a request for a complete MVR, Explore argues that it should not be

The Division has already made the determination that Explore, and any other
qualified person or entity, can access driving record information from its records,
including personal identifying information, so long as the qualified person or entity
requests the information for a named individual and pays the statutory fee for the
purchase of each MVR. R. at 10-11, 128-129, 138, 142, 150, 232-233.
Although Explored original contract with the Division provided for the release of
a list of Utah licensees for whom the Division received a report of moving vehicle
citations during the preceding month, Explore operates under different disclosure
relationships in the various states in which its operates, and Explore would be willing to
employ a different method to obtain the information if required by Utah law. For
instance, Explore could submit a list of individuals who are licensed by the insurance
companies that Explore represents and request the Division to match this list against the
Division's records of moving vehicle citations and inform Explore of any matches.
Submission of such a list to the Division would seem to comply with its requirement that
a request be made for a named individual.
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required to order or pay for a complete MVR from the Division in order to obtain this
limited amount of driving record information.5 The Division's arguments are in error.
Section 53-3-104(9) is not "another state statute" that "governs" or "limits" access
to the Division's driving records. Utah Code Ann. § 53-3-104 is a provision within the
public safety code that outlines the Division's duties. Subsection (9) provides that:
The division shall:
* * * *

(9) search the license files, compile, and furnish a report on
the driving record of any person licensed in the state in
accordance with Section 53-3-109.
The clear wording of Section 53-3-104(9) authorizes the Division to "search" its
records and to "compile" and "furnish" a "report on the driving record of any person
licensed in the state."6
Subsection 53-3-104(9) contains no language that purports to "govern" or "limit"
access to the Division's driving records, and it contains no language directing that its
provisions supercede those of GRAMA. In addition, the express language of Subsection
53-3-104(9), provides that the Division's authority to "search" its files and to "compile"
5

Explore recognizes that the Division would be entitled to be compensated,
pursuant to Sections 63-3-20 l(8)(b) and 63-3-203 of GRAMA, for its actual and
reasonable costs in responding to Explore's request.
6

In granting Explore's request for a list of Utah licensees with moving vehicle
citations, the State Records Committee rejected the Division's argument that Section 533-104(9) does not authorize the Division to provide driving record information in
response to Explore's request, ruling that the term "any" means one or all, but does not
mean none. Therefore, if Explore can request driving record information for one
individual, it can request the same information for all Utah licensees. This issue was not
argued to or decided by the district court.
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and "furnish" driving record information shall be performed "in accordance with Section
53-3-109." 7 Section 53-3-109(1), clearly provides that disclosure of Division records is
governed by GRAMA. Section 53-3-109 provides, in relevant part:
(l)(a) Except as provided in this section, all records of the
division shall be classified and disclosed in accordance with
Title 63, Chapter 2, Government Records Access and
Management Act.
Emphasis added.
Explore argues that Section 53-3-104(9) is not "another state statute" that
"governs" or "controls" access to the Division's driving record information, within the
meaning of Subsection 63-3-201(6), however, to the extent this Court determines that
Section 53-3-104(9) is "another state statute," Subsection 63-3-201(6) further directs that
disclosure of information is to be governed by the "specific provisions of that [other]
statute." The "specific provisions" of 53-3-109(1) clearly provide that "disclosure" of the
Division's driving records is governed by the provisions of GRAMA. Therefore,
Explored request for driving record information is governed by the provisions of
GRAMA and not the Division's interpretation of Section 53-3-104(9).
II.

THE PROVISIONS OF GRAMA PROVIDE EXPLORE AN ADDITIONAL
STATUTORY BASIS FOR RECEIVING DRIVING RECORD
INFORMATION CONCERNING INDIVIDUAL UTAH LICENSEES.
As discussed above, Explored right to receive driving record information from the

Division is governed by the provisions of GRAMA, not by the Division's interpretation

The clause, "in accordance with Section 53-3-109" was added to Section 53-3104(9) as part of Senate Bill 174, "Use of Driver License Information," by Sen. K. Hale.
Senate Bill 174 also enacted the provisions of Section 53-3-109.
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of Section 53-3-104(9). Therefore, Section 53-3-104(9) is not the only statute through
which Explore may receive driving record information from the Division. The provisions
of GRAMA provide Explore an additional statutory basis for obtaining disclosure of
driving record information concerning Utah licensees who have violated Utah's moving
vehicle laws, without complying with the Division's erroneous and restrictive
interpretation of Section 53-3-104(9).8

It is unclear whether the Division's true concern is one of personal privacy or is
budgetary. If Explore, rather than requesting a list of Utah licensees who have received
moving vehicle citations, were to provide a list of individuals insured by an insurance
company and request the Division to match the list of names against the Division's
records to determine which individuals have received moving vehicle citations in the
prior month, the Division's "requirement" that the individual be "named" would be
satisfied. However, the Division would likely continue to resist releasing the information
to Explore, arguing that Explore should be required to pay the full statutory fee for
purchasing a complete motor vehicle report for identification of each "match" even
though Explore is only interested in (1) identifying whether there are matches, (2) has not
requested a complete motor vehicle report and (3) does not need all of the information
contained in a motor vehicle report. The Division's budgetary concerns, although
irrelevant to the issue of disclosure, seem to be unfounded since Explore's request to
match a list of insureds against a list of violators would not replace the need of insurance
companies to purchase a complete motor vehicle report. Most insurance companies to
which Explore reports "matches" will, generally, purchase a complete motor vehicle
report from the Division for each match identified through Explore's research to ascertain
the entire driving record of an individual insured by the company. If an insurance
company takes an adverse action against an insured, the Fair Credit Reporting Act
essentially requires insures to have a record of the basis for the adverse decision which is
usually the official MVR from the state issuing the driver's license to the insured. In fact,
the Division's "payment" requirement could have exactly the opposite budgetary effect
than desired. If Explore is not allowed to match a list of insureds against the Division's
records, neither Explore or the insurance companies will know which insureds have
violated Utah's moving vehicle laws and, therefore, will have no basis upon which to
request a motor vehicle report for these individuals. It would be too cost prohibitive for
Explore, or the insurance companies it represents, to purchase a complete motor vehicle
report for each insured, each month. Therefore, without the ability to identify those
insureds who have violated Utah's moving vehicle laws, no reports may be purchased at
21

GRAMA provides a statutory framework, one that is separate and distinct from
Section 53-3-104(9), to obtain information the Division has classified as "private."
Section 63-2-20 l(5)(a) of GRAMA provides, in part, that records classified as "private"
may be disclosed in accordance with the provisions of Subsection 63-2-201(5)(b) and
Section 63-2-202. Subsection 63-2-20l(5)(b) provides that a governmental entity may
disclose private records "to persons other than those specified in Section 63-2-202" if the
head of a governmental entity, or a designee, "determines that there is no interest in
restricting access to the record, or that the interests favoring access outweighs the
interests favoring restriction of access." Section 63-2-202(9)(a) similarly provides that a
governmental entity may disclose "private" records under Section 63-2-302 "to persons
other than those specified in this section." Finally, Section 63-2-401(6) provides that a
chief administrative officer may, "upon consideration and weighing of the various
interests and public policies pertinent to the classification and disclosure or
nondisclosure, order the disclosure of information properly classified as private . . . if the
interests favoring access outweigh the interests favoring restriction of access." 9
Rather than submitting separate requests to the Division to purchase a MVR for
individual licensees (a practice that would be cost prohibitive if Explore were required,
on a monthly basis, to separately submit the names of each Utah licensee or of each
all. The Division's "payment" requirement may, therefore, actually exacerbate the
Division's budgetary concerns.
9

Similar "weighing" authority is granted in Sections 63-2-403(1 l)(b) and 63-2404(8)(a) to the State Records Committee and the district court, respectively, to require
the release of information classified as "private."
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individual insured by a particular insurance company), Explore desires to identify, on a
monthly basis, those Utah licensees who have violated Utah's moving vehicle laws. Such
a request would be allowed under GRAMA, as GRAMA provides that a governmental
entity may not deny access to information based solely on the "format" of the request.
Section 63-3-201(8)(b) provides:
(b) Upon request, a governmental entity shall provide a
record in a particular format if:
(i) the governmental entity is able to do so without
unreasonably interfering with the governmental entity's
duties and responsibilities; and
(ii) the requester agrees to pay the governmental entity
for its costs incurred in providing the record in the
requested format in accordance with Section 63-2-203.
Pursuant to Section 63-2-20l(8)(b), Explore is entitled to request information in a
particular format if the request meets two tests. Explore meets both tests. The first test
requires a determination that the governmental entity can comply with the request
without "unreasonably interfering with the governmental entity's duties and
responsibilities." Explore asserts that the Division is fully capable of complying with
Explore's request without unreasonably interfering with the Division's duties and
responsibilities. The Division previously complied with Explore's requests for this
information and provided the information in the format requested, for a period of
approximately four years. R. at 9, 37-38, 128, 134, 142, 149, 163, 230. It is clear the
Division has the ability to comply with such a request, and the Division has never argued
or voiced a concern that Explore's requests unreasonably interfere with its duties and
responsibilities. The second test of section 63-2-20 l(8)(b) is that the requester agree to
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pay the costs for providing the information in the requested format. Explore previously
paid the contract amount fixed by the Division to obtain the information for
approximately four years, and when the Division sought to terminate the contract,
Explore offered, and stands willing, to reimburse the Division for any reasonable and
allowed costs incurred in providing the information in the requested format.
GRAMA provides an additional statutory framework for persons to access the
Division's "private" records. Explored request for driving record information should be
considered and processed in accordance with the provisions of GRAMA, not Section 533-104(9), as interpreted by the Division.
III.

THE DIVISION IS REQUIRED TO TAKE INTO ACCOUNT EXPLORED
INTEREST IN THE DISCLOSURE OF THE DRIVING RECORD
INFORMATION SOUGHT IN MAKING ITS DECISION WHETHER TO
DISCLOSE THE INFORMATION.
GRAMA requires the Division to take Explored interests into account in making

its determination whether to disclose the driving record information sought by Explore.
The district court's ruling that the Division acted properly in not taking Explored interest
into account in making its decision whether to disclosure certain driving record
information is clearly at odds with the provisions of GRAMA. The Division and the
district court failed to take Explored interests into account and to weigh them against any
countervailing interests.
Section 63-2-401(6) provides that when the chief administrative officer of a
governmental entity is requested to release private information, and Sections 63-2403(1 l)(b) and 63-2-404(8)(a), respectively, provide that when an appeal is taken to the
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State Records Committee, or to the district court, that the officer, Committee or the court
may, "upon consideration and weighing of the various interests and public policies
pertinent to the classification and disclosure or nondisclosure, order the disclosure of
information properly classified as private . .. if the public interest favoring access
outweighs the interest favoring restriction of access." Emphasis added. Both the
Committee (in Section 63-2-403(1 l)(c)) and the district court (in Section 63-2-404(8)(b))
are also granted the authority to fashion appropriate limitations on the use and subsequent
disclosure of the information sought to third parties, based upon the "consideration and
weighing of the various interests."
The district couifs ruling that the Division acted properly when it did not take into
account Explored interest in the disclosure of motor vehicle report information,
evidences that neither the Division or the district court properly or adequately
"considered" and "weighed" Explored interests in making the decision whether to grant
Explore access to the driving record information it seeks.

Although counsel for the Committee indicated to the district court that the
Committee did not engage in "weighing" in making its determination to grant Explore
continued access to the driving record information, the Committee's analysis indicates
otherwise. Paragraph No. 3 of the Committee's Decision and Order states: "The
Committee finds that the Department's decision was in error. Under the specific
circumstances before us, release of the driving record data in the manner requested would
not result in a clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy. Considering the four
factors in determining whether an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy exists - the
plaintiffs interest in the disclosure, the public interests, the degree of invasion and the
availability of alternative means of obtaining the requested information - we find no
invasion...." R. at 10-11.
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It was improper for the district court to rule that the Division does not need to take
Explored interest into account in making its decision to deny Explore access to the
driving record information it seeks. It was clearly contemplated when Congress enacted
the DPPA that insurance companies and their agents and contractors would have
continued access to driving record information, including personal identifying
information, in order to investigate claims activities and for underwriting and rating
purposes. It is equally clear that, by amending section 53-3-104(9) and by adopting the
DPPA by reference in Section 53-3-109, the Utah Legislature intended to allow private
companies like Explore to access driving record information, including personal
identifying information, for the purposes allowed in the DPPA.
Explored interest in disclosure of certain driving record information should be
taken into account in making a decision whether to release the information to Explore.
Clearly, the interests favoring Explored access outweigh any interest favoring restriction
of access.
IV.

EXPLORE IS AUTHORIZED TO RECEIVE THE DRIVING RECORD
INFORMATION SOUGHT UNDER SECTION 63-2-202.
Explore is authorized to receive the driving record information sought from the

Division pursuant to Section 63-2-202. The district court has adopted an untenable
position. On the one hand, the parties have stipulated that Explore is an entity qualified
and entitled under the DPPA to receive driving record information for Utah licensees (R.
at 9, 11, 37, 128, 136-137, 142, 148-149, 232.), and the Division has indicated that it will
provide this information to Explore, and other, if a request is made for a complete MVR
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about a named individual and pay the fixed statutory fee. R. at 10-11, 128-129, 138, 142,
149-150, 232-233. On the other hand, the district court ruled that Explore is not
authorized to receive a small subset of the same information under Section 63-2-202.
The district court's decision is in error. Section 53-3-104(9) provides that the Division's
disclosure of driving record information shall be "in accordance with Section 53-3-109."
Section 53-3-109(a) provides that such information will be "disclosed" in accordance
with GRAMA. Section 63-2-202(9) of GRAMA provides in Subsection (9)(a) that a
governmental entity can disclose private records to "persons other than those specified in
this section" pursuant to Sections 63-2-20l(5)(b) and 63-2-401(6). Section 63-2201(5)(b) allows a governmental entity to disclose private records to persons other than
those specified in GRAMA if the head of the governmental entity determines "there is no
interest in restricting access to the record, or that the interests favoring access outweigh
the interest favoring restriction of access. And, Section 63-2-401(6) authorizes the chief
of the governmental entity to disclose private information after "considering" and
"weighing" the various interests and public policies.
Explore argues that it is entitled to access the Division's driving record information
through the provisions of GRAMA and further argues that Explored and the public's
interests in disclosing this information, outweigh any interest favoring restriction of
access to this information.11 As indicated in Issue No. I, this appeal is not about whether

11

An interest in not disclosing a list of Utah licensees who have violated Utah's
moving vehicle laws would be to suggest that those violating these laws have a privacy
right or expectation in not having the fact of their violation known by the public or the
insurance companies who insure their vehicles. Although it is unclear what privacy right
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Explore can access the Division's driving record information. This appeal is only about
how and the manner by which Explore can access this information. As previously
indicated in this Brief, the Division has already made its determination that it will
disclose driving record information to qualified persons pursuant to 53-3-104(9). The
district court's Finding of Fact No. 14 states that ff[t]he Division will continue to provide
a report on the driving record of any person pursuant to Utah Code § 53-3-104 should
they qualify with requirements of that section as well as § 53-3-109." R. at 232. The
Division currently complies, and will continue to comply, with any request for driving
record information made by Explore, or any other qualified person, if made as a request
for a complete MVR pursuant to the Division's interpretation of Section 53-3-104(9).
Having adopted and implemented this disclosure policy concerning records that the
Division has classified as "private" under GRAMA, the Division has already made the
determination required in Section 63-2-20l(5)(b) that it either has "no interest in
restricting access" to this information or that "the interests favoring access outweigh the
interest favoring restriction of access."

The Division's policy also confirms that it has

or expectation a law violator has to not have the fact and details of the violation released
to the public, disclosure to Explore would not be a public disclosure of the information.
The information would only be used by insurance companies, who provide insurance to
the particular driver cited, for the lawful purposes allowed in the DPPA - investigating
claims activities and for underwriting and rating purposes.
The State Records Committee correctly ruled: "The Division has previously
determined it will continue to disclose the entire "motor vehicle record," including the
information contained in the driving record data, in compliance with DPPA and with 533-104(9). Given that the Division intends to disclose this information to parties
authorized under DPPA, the Committee finds that the Division has determined that
disclosure is in the interest in the public safety. Furthermore, Explore, as an "agent" or
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considered and weighed the various interests and public policies under Section 63-2401(6) and determined that the interests favoring access outweighs the interest favoring
restriction of access.
Further support for Explored position that Explore is authorized to access the
Division's driving record information is found in Subsection 53-3-109(1). Subsection 533-104(9)(a) provides that the Division's records are to be "classified" and "disclosed"
pursuant to GRAMA, and Subsection 53-3-109(l)(b) authorizes Explore to even access
"personal identifying information" if (1) "the division determines it is in the interest of
public safety to disclose the information" and (2) the request is made "in accordance with
the federal Driver's Privacy Protection Act of 1994, Chapter 123". As discussed above,
the Division has already made the determination that "it is in the interest of public safety
to disclose" driving record information because the Division continues, and has indicated
that it will continue, to provide such information to qualified persons if the request is
made as a request for a complete MVR in the fashion determined by the Division. In
addition, it is stipulated that Explore qualifies as an "agent" or "contractor" of an
"insurer" or "self-insured entity" under DPPA and, as such, is qualified to obtain personal
identifying information as part of a driving record. Driving record information can not be
both disclosable and nondisclosable to the same requester, for the same purpose.

"contractor" of an "insurer" or "self-insured entity" under DPPA, is one of the entities to
which personal identifying information may be disclosed under DPPA. Explore is
therefore qualified and authorized to receive driving record data pursuant to GRAMA and
53-3-109(l)(b)."
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To the extent the Division suggests that the problem in disclosing the driving
record information to Explore is the form of Explore's request or the form in which the
Division's records are maintained, Section 63-2-20l(8)(b) provides that the Division
"shall provide a record in a particular format" if the tests of Subsection (8)(b) are met.13
Section 63-2-201(11) further provides that the Division may not use "the physical form . .
. in which a record is stored to deny, or unreasonably hinder the rights of a person to
inspect and receive copies of a record."
In conclusion, Explore is an entity authorized to receive "private" information
pursuant to the Division's statutes, the provisions of GRAMA and federal law. The
district court's ruling to the contrary is in error.
V.

EXPLORE'S REQUEST FOR CERTAIN DRIVING RECORD
INFORMATION IS WITHIN THE PURPOSES OF GRAMA, AND THE
DIVISION'S DECISION NOT TO RELEASE SUCH INFORMATION TO
EXPLORE WAS NOT JUSTIFIED.
Explorefs request for certain driving record information is within the purposes of

GRAMA, and the Division's decision not to continue releasing the information to Explore
was not justified under GRAMA.
GRAMA recognizes two constitutional rights: "(a) the public's right of access to
information concerning the conduct of the public's business; and (b) the right of privacy
in relation to personal data gathered by governmental entities." (Section 63-2-102(1).)
GRAMA further provides that it is the intent of the Legislature to "provide guidelines for
both disclosure and restrictions on access to government records, which are based on the
13

As discussed above, Explore meets both tests of Section 63-2-20l(8)(b).
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equitable weighing of the pertinent interests and which are consistent with nationwide
standards of information practices." (Section 63-2-102(3)(d).) Finally, GRAMA
provides that it is legislative intent to "favor public access when, in the application of this
act, countervailing interests are of equal weight." (Section 63-2-102(3)(e).) The district
court erred when it concluded that Explored request for certain "personal" driving record
information, for commercial purposes, is not within the purposes of GRAMA concerning
the right of access to information concerning conduct of a public business and that the
Division was justified under the circumstances in its decision to not release the
information to Explore.
GRAMA allows disclosure of "private" information to persons other than those
specified in Section 63-2-202 following a "weighing" and "consideration of interests in
accordance with Sections 63-2-20l(5)(b), 63-2-202(9), 63-2-401(6), 63-2-403(1 l)(b),
and 63-2-404(8)." In the event it is determined that some restrictions should be placed
upon the requester's use of the information to be released, Sections 63-2-403(1 l)(c) and
63-2-404(8)(b) allow for appropriate limits on the disclosure and on the further use of the
released information following disclosure.
The district court's decision concludes that GRAMA does not allow the disclosure
of "personal data for individuals" for a commercial purpose and that Explored purpose is
commercial. The district court's decision is in error. GRAMA does not prohibit
disclosure of personal identifying information nor does it prohibit release of such
information for commercial purposes. GRAMA allows a governmental entity to
"consider" and "weigh" who the requester is and to what purpose the information will be
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used. To the extent a request is made for "commercial purposes," that may be one factor
that should be "considered" and "weighed," but it does not prohibit disclosure. In the
event disclosure is warranted following a "weighing" analysis, if the Committee or a
district court is concerned about how the information will be used or about further
disclosure to other parties, Section 63-2-403(1 l)(c) and Section 63-3-404(8)(b) of
GRAMA further allow for the imposition of appropriate limitations on the use and further
disclosure of the information if warranted by the circumstances. In addition, in
accordance with legislative intent announced in Section 63-2-102(3)(d) to adopt
guidelines that are consistent with nationwide standards of information practices, Section
53-3-109 was enacted in order to adopt federal standards with regard to the release of
personal identifying information. Section 53-3-109 does not prohibit the release of such
information for commercial purposes, however, Subsection 53-3-109(2) imposes
limitations on the subsequent use of "personal identifying information" following its
release. If the Legislature had intended to prohibit the disclosure of personal identifying
information to companies like Explore and the insurance companies it represents, there
would have been no need for the Legislature to authorize its disclosure and to provide the
limitations of Subsection 53-3-109(l)(b).
As an entity qualified to receive driving record information, including personal
identifying information for use by insurance companies and their agents and contractors
in investigating claim activities, underwriting and rating, Explored use of the information
is governed by Section 53-3-109(l)(b) and the DPPA. Congress and the Utah Legislature
clearly intended for companies like Explore, and the insurance companies it represents, to
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access driving record information, including personal identifying information, for the
purposes set forth in the DPPA. To the extent these purposes may be "commercial" in
nature, Congress and the Utah Legislature approved of and authorized these purposes.
Finally, it is stipulated that during the approximately four-year period when the Division
provided the requested driving record information to Explore, Explore did not use the
driving record information obtained from the Division for other than its stated, authorized
and lawful purposes. R. at 138, 233. Under the circumstances, Explore should be
allowed continued access to the Division's driving record information, including personal
identifying information, in the form requested.
VI.

THE DIVISION'S DENIAL OF CONTINUED ACCESS TO CERTAIN
DRIVING RECORD INFORMATION TO EXPLORE WAS NOT PROPER,
THE STATE RECORDS COMMITTEE'S DECISION PROPERLY
APPLIED THE LAW, AND THE DIVISION IMPROPERLY DENIED
EXPLORED REQUEST FOR CERTAIN DRIVING RECORD
INFORMATION.
The district court erred when it concluded that the Division acted properly in

denying Explore continued access to the driving record information sought by Explore,
that the State Records Committee decision and order was in error and should be reversed,
and that an order should issue affirming that the Division properly denied Explored
request for certain driving information. The district court's decision has no legal basis
and runs contrary to the provisions of GRAMA and Sections 53-3-104(9) and 53-3109(1).
The Division's argument and the district court's decision are based upon an
erroneous belief that Section 53-3-104(9) controls Explored access to the Division's
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driving record information and that Section 53-3-104(9) requires Explore to identify, by
name, each individual licensee for whom it seeks driving record information and to pay
the Division's fixed statutory fee to purchase a complete motor vehicle report. This
reasoning is in error because: (1) Section 53-3-104(9) is not a statute, within the meaning
of Section 63-2-202, that "governs" or "limits11 access to the Division's records; (2)
Section 53-3-104(9), when read together with Section 53-3-109, provides that disclosure
of driving record information is to be made pursuant to the provisions of GRAMA; (3)
Section 53-3-109(l)(b) expressly allows disclosure of personal identifying information to
Explore because the two tests set forth in Subsection (l)(b) are met; (4) Section 63-2202(8) allows Explore to request information in a particular format - e.g. by requesting a
list of Utah licensees who have violated Utah's moving vehicle laws;.14 (5) Section 63-2202(11) prohibits the Division from denying Explore's request or unreasonably hindering
Explore's right to inspect and receive copies of the Division's records based upon the
physical form in which the Division's records are stored; and (6) the Division intends to
continue to provide Explore and other qualified persons copies of motor vehicle reports
that contain personal identifying information if a request is made for information
concerning a named individual and the statutory fee is paid.
In arriving at its conclusions, the district court failed to properly consider and
weigh Explore's interests in the disclosure of the driving record information against the
interests against disclosure. Explore has a legitimate purpose in requesting the

14

Explore meets the two tests set forth in Subsection 63-2-202(8)(b)(i) and (ii).
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information - a purpose that has been recognized and authorized in both the federal
DPPA and by the Utah Legislature in Section 53-3-109. The information Explore seeks
consists of violations of Utah's traffic and/or criminal laws. Persons who violate the law
have no vested interest in or expectation of privacy concerning these violations. On the
other hand, insurance companies have an important right to know whether any of their
insureds have violated Utah's moving vehicle laws to ensure that Utah licensees who
have not received moving vehicle citations will not have their rates increased as a result
of an inability on the part of insurance companies to correctly match risks with premium
rates.
The district court's ruling should be reversed.
CONCLUSION AND RELIEF SOUGHT ON APPEAL
For all of the reasons set forth above, Explore asks the Court to reverse the district
court's Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Judgment and Order, reinstate the State
Records Committee Decision and Order and Order the Division, and/or grant Explore
access to the driving record information it has requested.

RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this 30th day of April 2004.
HOLME ROBERTS & OWEN LLP

Gary R. liiorup
Attorney lor Appellant/Respondent
Robot Aided Manufacturing Center, Inc.
dba Explore Information Services
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